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Trained in Romance philology and historical linguistics, I am currently the assistant editor of Speculum, the
journal... more Trained in Romance philology and historical linguistics, I am currently the assistant editor of
Speculum, the journal of medieval studies published by the Medieval Academy of America since 1926. My
research focuses on medieval hagiography and on the circulation of ...
Laura Ingallinella | Medieval Academy of America
Indo-Aryan peoples are a diverse Indo-European-speaking ethnolinguistic group of speakers of Indo-Aryan
languages.There are over one billion native speakers of Indo-Aryan languages, most of them native to the
Indian subcontinent and presently found all across South Asia, where they form the majority.
Indo-Aryan peoples - Wikipedia
The teachings of Zarathustra (Zoroaster) appeared in Persia at some point during the period 1700-1800 BCE.
His wisdom became the basis of the religion Zoroastrianism, and generally influenced the development of the
Iranian branch of Indo-Iranian philosophy. Zarathustra was the first who treated the problem of evil in
philosophical terms. He is also believed to be one of the oldest monotheists ...
Iranian philosophy - Wikipedia
Academia.edu is a platform for academics to share research papers.
The Historiography of a Construct: â€œFeudalismâ€• and the
"Abstract In Germany early medieval rural settlements are known from a rising number of excavated sites.
Rural architecture was a wooden architecture. Only churches were built in stone. A farmstead consisted of
several buildings: the main house
R. Schreg, Farmsteads in early medieval Germany
English is a West Germanic language that was first spoken in early medieval England and eventually became
a global lingua franca. Named after the Angles, one of the Germanic tribes that migrated to the area of Great
Britain that would later take their name, England, both names ultimately deriving from the Anglia peninsula in
the Baltic Sea.It is closely related to the Frisian languages, but ...
English language - Wikipedia
Naoki Kamimura, Tokyo Gakugei University, Philosophy and Ethics Department, Department Member.
Studies Augustine, Late Antiquity, and Early Christianity. I am a research fellow in the Department of
Philosophy and Ethics of Tokyo Gakugei University. I
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